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Outline

I EL:DIABLO/Phoenix open-source system

I Why multiple sources are not necessarily a good thing

I A comparison metric for event data sets

I Example 1: BBC single-source data set vs ICEWS
multi-source

I Example 2: shallow (TABARI)vs full (PETRARCH)
parsing for the KEDS Levant data

I Next steps



EL:DIABLO
Event Location: Dataset in a Box, Linux Option

I Open source: https://openeventdata.github.io

I Full modular open-source pipeline to produce daily event
data from web sources. http://phoenixdata.org

I Scraper from white-list of RSS feeds and web pages

I Event coding from any of several coders: TABARI,
PETRARCH, others

I Geolocation: new “Mordecai” open source geolocater from
Caerus Associates

I “One-A-Day” deduplication keeping URLs of all duplicates

I Designed for implementation in inexpensive Linux cloud
systems

I Supported by Open Event Data Alliance
http://openeventdata.org



Humans use multiple sources to create narratives

I Redundant information is automatically discarded

I Sources are assessed for reliability and validity

I Obscure sources can be used to “connect the dots”

I Episodic processing in humans provides a pleasant
dopamine hit when you put together a “median narrative”:
this is why people read novels and watch movies.



Machines latch on to anything that looks like an event



This must be filtered



Implications of one-a-day filtering

I Expected number of correct codes from a single incident
increases exponentially but is asymptotic to 1

I Expected number of incorrect codings increases linearly
and is bounded only by the number of distinct codes

Tension in two approaches to using machines [Isaacson]

I “Artificial intelligence” [Turing, McCarthy]: figure out how
to get machines to think like humans

I “Computers are tools” [Hopper, Jobs]: Design systems to
optimally complement human capabilities



Weighted correlation between two data sets

wtcorr =
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where

I A = number of actors;

I ni,j = number of events involving dyad i,j

I N = total number of events in the two data sets which
involve the undirected dyads in A x A

I ri,j = correlation on various measures: counts and
Goldstein-Reising scores



BBC vs. ICEWS: Correlations over time: total counts
and Goldstein-Reising totals



Correlations over time: pentacode counts



Dyads with highest correlations



Dyads with lowest correlations



TABARI vs PETRARCH



TABARI vs PETRARCH: High frequency dyads
generally have higher correlations



TABARI vs PETRARCH: Palestine is an outlier



What is to be done: Part 1

I Open-access gold standard cases, then use the estimated
classification matrices for statistical adjustments

I Systematically assess the trade-offs in multiple-source data,
or create more sophisticated filters

I Evaluate the utility of multiple-data-set methods such as
multiple systems estimation

I Systematic assessment of the native language versus
machine translation issue

I Extend CAMEO and standardize sub-state actor codes:
canonical CAMEO is too complicated, but ICEWS
substate actors are too simple



What is to be done: Part 2

I Automated verb phrase recognition and extraction: this
will also be required to extend CAMEO. Entity
identification, in contrast, is largely a solved problem
(ICEWS: 100,000 actors in dictionary)

I Establish a user-friendly open-source collaboration
platform for dictionary development

I Systematically explore aggregation methods: ICEWS has
10,742 aggregations, which is too many

I Solve—or at least improve upon—the open source
geocoding issue

I Develop event-specific coding modules
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